Abstract. The basic idea of this work is to use Lyapunov functionals to show that for neutral functional differential equations, uniform asymptotic stability implies total stability.
1. Introduction. In discussing the existence of almost periodic solutions of retarded functional differential equations connecting with boundedness, there are two ways. The one is to assume a separation condition for bounded solutions and the other is to assume that an almost periodic system has a bounded solution with some kind of stability properties, uniform asymptotic stability, total stability and so on. In particular, the existence of a bounded totally stable solution implies the existence of an almost periodic solution; but even that the equation satisfies a local uniform Lipschitz condition, the existence of a uniformly asymptotically stable solution, does not imply the existence of an almost periodic solution [4] . For neutral equations, the above relationship between the existence of almost periodic solutions and some kind of stability is not well understood yet. It seems to be reasonable that if the operator D is not stable in the sense defined in [1] , then the results obtained for retarded equations can be extended to neutral equations. We analyse in the following the relationship between uniform asymptotic stability and total stability and show that if the equations satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition and the D operator is stable then uniform asymptotic stability implies total stability. 
is a functional differential equation.
We say that (1) 
\J-s -s<9<0
If / takes bounded sets of R X C into bounded sets we have continuous dependence of solutions, continuity and continuation of solutions to a maximal interval of existence of (1) [2].
3. Main results. Consider the system of functional differential equations of neutral type
and the perturbed system
where D: [t, oo) X C -> E" (En = R" or C) is linear continuous and /, «: [t, oo ) X C -> E" are continuous and take bounded sets ofüxC into bounded sets. We assume also that/and « satisfy a Lipschitz condition with respect to <b in a neighborhood of the origin uniformly in t for t in bounded sets fit, 0) = 0, h(t, 0) = 0. Under these conditions, systems (3) and (4) have a unique solution x,(o, <¡>), xa(a, <b) = <t> through (o, <j>). Definition 1. The zero solution of (1) is uniformly stable if for each e > 0 there is 5 = ô(e) > 0 such that ||r>|| < 8 implies that \\xt(o, <f>)|| < e for every t > a > 0. The zero solution of (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable if it is uniformly stable and there is 8 > 0 and for any tj > 0 there exists T = T(r¡) such that ||d>|| < 8 implies \x,(o, *)| < tj for t > a + F(tj).
Definition 2. We say that the operator D is uniformly stable if there exist
In what follows we assume that D is a uniformly stable operator. We will need the following lemma. We have to show that there exist k0 > 0, Lx > 0, independent of «, such that &0e£,l("~1)a > L" or log /c0 + Lx(n -\)a > « log L. We choose k0 in such a way that log kQ < Lxa; then Lxa + Lx(n -\)a > n log L and Lx > (log L)/a satisfies the lemma. Hence ||x, -y,\\ < k0eL'(-'~'')\\^ -uV||, a < / < oo.
If F: [t, oo) X C -» /? is a continuous function we define the derivative V(t, <j>)
of V along the solutions of (1) where / is the function defined in condition (2) with s0 small enough in such a way that 0 < l(s0) < 1, and k > 0 is the constant in condition (v) that proves (iii).
4. Total stability.
Definition 3. The solution x = 0 of (3) is totally stable if for every e > 0 there exists 7),(e) > 0, r¡2(e) > 0 such that ||*|| < 17, and \h(t, *)| < t/2 implies that ||>>,(o-, *)|| < e, t > o, where y,(o, *) is a solution of (4). If ^ = >,2(o-, *) we have ¿>(||*||) > / > c(||*||) and ¿(tj,) < / < c(e/2) which implies that tj, < ||*|| < e. From the inequalities (iii) and (iv) in Theorem 1 and choosing 7)2 < w(t)x)/ M we have r(4)(*2, *) < -w(||*||) + Mt>2 < 0;
we have also that Since V(t2,y,2(o, *)) = V(t2, *) = / and V(t,yt(o, *)) > I for t > t2 this is a contradiction. Then ||.y,(o-> *)|| < e for t > o and the proof is complete. Example 1. If a > 0 and |c| < 1, the solution x = 0 of the equation
is totally stable. Proof. Since |c| < 1 it is well known [2] that the operator D(<j>) = *(0) + c*(-r) is uniformly stable. It is proved in [1, Example 6.1] that the solution x = 0 of (6) is uniformly asymptotically stable and from Theorem 2 it is totally stable.
Example 2. The transmission line without loss with two differential elements in the terminals [5a], gives rise to a system of second order equations Q is a negative definite quadratic form on x(t) and x(t -r); then V(x" i(t)) < -(Dx,)2(g(Dx,)/(Dxl) -y) -Rxi2(t).
For \Dxt\ > H from the hypotheses on g we have V(x" i(t)) < -(Dx,)2(M -y)-Rxi2(t)
< -a(Dx,)2 -Rxi2(t)
where a = M -y > 0. Now we seek y4 such that -a(Dx,)2 -Rxi2(t) < A\D(x" i(t))\2
for every Dx" i(t). If ^ = a/2Cx < Rx/Lx this condition is satisfied then V(xt, i(t)) < -/l|Z)(.x" i(t))\2 and the solution x = 0 of (3) is uniformly asymptotically stable and from Theorem 2 is totally stable.
